An experiment has been designed to examine the generation of dynamic lift forces during compaction of soft highly compressible fibrous materials in a piston/cylinder apparatus. Novel experimental techniques have been developed to simultaneously measure and separate out the dynamic forces acting on the compressing piston by the air and solid phases respectively. The measurements clearly demonstrate that the excess pore pressure builds up inside the porous material and reaches its maximum before there is any significant rise in the solid phase force. The air pressure subsequently decays due to air venting into the ambient environment at the edges of the testing apparatus as the solid phase force rapidly rises. We also examine the internal stresses and strains within the solid phase that develop as a result of friction forces along the sidewalls of the cylinder and show that these lead to important hysteresis effects when the loads on the piston are gradually removed. The experiments are performed on a polyester material with a trace of silk which has recently been proposed for a soft porous track wherein a high speed train is supported by large a planing surface or ski that rides within a confined channel in which this venting is substantially reduced or eliminated, .
Introduction
Whereas the flow inside porous media and the mechanical behavior of the solid phase of porous materials have been extensively studied in the past, relatively little attention has been paid to highly compressible soft porous materials because these materials are traditionally thought to be structurally fragile and support little weight unless highly compressed. In the past such materials were largely used in pillows. This view was dramatically changed as a result of the theoretical investigation by Feng and Weinbaum (2000) , hereafter referred to as F&W, which demonstrated that these materials could transiently support very large loads beneath a planning surface for short duration if the trapped fluid within the fibrous medium could not escape on the time scale of the passage of the planning surface. The basic idea was first conceptualized in trying to explain the 'pop out" phenomena that was observed in the motion of red blood cells (RBCs) in capillaries. At velocities < 20 µm/s the RBCs were observed to glide on a compressed endothelial surface layer (ESL) of sulfated proteoglycans and glycoproteins that line the endothelial cells (ECs) of our entire microcirculation and that when the motion of the RBC was arrested the ESL collapsed and the RBC filled the entire lumen of the capillary. F&W showed that there is a remarkable hydrodynamic similarity between the motion of the RBC and a human skier or snowboarder skiing on soft snow powder even though their difference in mass is of order 10 15 . F&W predicted that the excess pore pressure generated by a planing surface moving on any highly compressible porous media, including snow, scales as α 2 = h 2 /K p , where h is the layer thickness and K p is the Darcy permeability and that this excess pressure is attenuated as (L/W) -2 , where L/W is the aspect ratio of the planning surface, if there is leakage at the lateral edges of the planning surface. The theory in F&W shows that α is of order 10 2 or larger for both red blood cells gliding on the ESL and for a human being skiing. Thus, the lift forces generated can be four or more orders of magnitude greater than classical lubrication theory in the case of the RBC in a tightly fitting capillary where there is no lateral leakage, whereas for a human skiing this lift is reduced by roughly a factor of 400 due to the escape of air at the lateral edges. Despite this leakage Wu et al (2006) predicted that that fully 50 percent of the total lift on a snowboard traveling at 10 m/s arose from the excess pore pressure that developed due to the transiently trapped air beneath the snowboard and the increased hydraulic resistance of the compressed snow.
The present paper utilizes the porous cylinder-piston apparatus first described in Wu et al. (2004 Wu et al. ( , 2005 . In Wu et al (2005) this novel apparatus was used us to measure for the first time the dynamic pressures that develop on the time scale of skiing or snowboarding. The possibility of exploiting the huge increase in lift forces for highly compressed porous media using planning surfaces that could glide on a soft porous track that had the potential to support the weight of a fast moving train on synthetic materials that would have the properties of feathers was explored in Wu et al. (2004) . In the latter study experiments were conducted to determine the Darcy permeability of feathers from down pillows and a theory developed to scale the results to a planform the width of a train track. However, in both these studies only the excess pore pressure due to the air was measured after the weighted piston was dropped. In contrast, in the present investigation we also use a load cell to simultaneously measure the total pressure due to both the air and solid phases. This allows us separate out the transient pressure due to the air and solid phases. This is particularly important in determining the friction force on a moving planform since the latter force is proportional to that applied force of only the solid phase since the air friction force is small.
The immediate catalysts for the present study are two recent papers by Mirbod et al. (2008a, b) . In the first paper the theory developed in F&W is extended to random porous media and initial predictions are made for the lift force that would be generated by the air phase using a one-dimensional analysis. This analysis assumes that there is no leakage along the lateral edges of the planform since the soft porous track is confined in a channel with impermeable sidewalls. Mirbod et al. (2000a) also examine the dramatically different behavior that would be obtained depending on whether the porous medium was attached to a horizontal lower boundary or to a moving inclined upper boundary. The second paper develops the performance criteria for an airborne jet train (AJT) carrying 200 passengers gliding on such a track. Using random porous media theory, Mirbod et al. (2000b) predict that one can achieve lift-off at only 5 m/s if the porous material has a fiber radius of 5µm and a solid fraction of 0.005. Furthermore, the required thrust needed to approach velocities comparable to commercial jet aircraft is only 10,000 lbf or about 1/5 that of commercial jets carrying the same passenger load. Since the train rises only 4 cm at its trailing edge before it becomes airborne there is negligible lift induced drag. An inexpensive polyester fiber-fill material has been identified with these properties. This material will be used in all the experiments described in this paper.
According to the theory of Wu et al. (2005) both the buildup and the drainage of the pore pressure within the cylinder exhibit a time-dependent quasi-steady behavior that is governed by Darcy's law, the instantaneous supporting force of the fiber and the conservation of mass for both the air and the solid phase. The weight of the piston is balanced by its inertia, the time varying integrated pressure force of the transiently trapped air and the supporting force of the solid-phase. The latter is determined directly from a separate static experiment in which small weights are gradually added to a light weight piston and the compression of the fiber-fill layer measured as a function of the applied force until the full weight of the piston in the dynamic experiment is achieved. One finds that the maximum compression depends on the elastic properties fiber-fill layer and its initial depth, but if the compression is scaled relative to the maximum compression and the force relative to the maximum force, the dimensionless empirical relation is nearly independent of the weight of the piston with its load. The theoretical model is, therefore, able to predict the time-dependent variation of each force if one can take account of the change in permeability of the fiber layer as a function of its compression.
One of the parameters governing the dynamic compaction of porous media is the square ratio of the two time scales γ =(t g /t v ) 2 where t g = (h 0 /g) 1/2 is the gravitational time scale and t v is the viscous draining time scale given by
where 0 φ is the initial porosity, P w is the applied pressure on the piston, μ v is the viscosity and K p is the permeability.
Experimental set-up

Dynamic compression experiments
These experiments were carried out by using the same piston/cylinder apparatus used in our previous snow experiments (Wu et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2004) which provided the first experimental demonstration of the excess pore pressure predicted by the F&W theory. This apparatus has been modified in the present work by adding a force measurement system which provided information used to estimate independently the solid and air phase forces acting on the piston during the dynamic compression. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the piston/cylinder apparatus. It consists of a cylindrical sidewall which is porous and is attached to a solid base plate. A light piston that can carry additional fixed weights can slide freely along the inner surface of the cylindrical porous sidewall and provide a uniform loading to the porous media. Rigimesh was used to form the desired cylindrical surface. Rigimesh is an arrangement of several screens sintered together for more rigidity. The mesh provides a negligible airflow resistance.
A detail description of the apparatus can be found in Wu et al., 2005 . A high sensitivity and high frequency response load cell type Honeywell model MBL was used to measure forces during dynamic compression. A thin aluminum plate of 25.4 mm in diameter was firmly attached to the cells' 5mm in diameter piston/rod so that the sensing area is amplified. This plate-load cell arrangement was fitted in an enclosure which was attached to the larger compacting piston so that no pressure leaks could occur. This load-cell-based-force-measuring system was installed at a location 19 mm off the piston's center (see figure 1b) . The information provided by the two nearby pressure transducers was used to determine the pore pressure of the air phase and then decouple it from the solid-phase force. Additional information provided by two accelerometers type EGAX-25-C200001 fabricated by Entran (Measurement Specialties) was used to estimate the effect of inertia forces on the force measuring system and the moving piston.
Seven high-frequency-response sub-miniature differential pressure transducers fabricated by Kulite Semiconductor Products (model XCS-062-5-D) and Entran (model EPX) were installed on the apparatus to measure the time-dependent pore-pressure distribution inside the snow layer and its spatial variation under rapid compression. One transducer was fixed at the center of the piston; five were installed on the piston at distances 0.19R, 0.33R, 0.48R, 0,62R and 0.77R away from the center, respectively, where R is the radius of the piston; and the last one was installed inside the porous material along the centerline of the cylinder at 40mm height. The inner diameter of each the transducers is 1mm, which is small enough to ensure good spatial resolution of the local pressure measurement. The pressure transducers were powered by a 9-V battery and calibrated in a small portable pressure chamber with controllable pressure. The electrical outputs were filtered and amplified by multi channel Iotech Filter 488/8 and signal conditioners and then digitized by an Iotech ADC488/8SA data acquisition system with 16 bit resolution. Finally, the signals were transferred to a computer for further processing.
Our instrumented apparatus can not only measure the transient pore pressure response to rapid deformation, but also its spatial variation along the radial direction and across the depth of the fibers. The latter is needed to address the question as to whether the fiber beneath the piston is relatively uniformly compressed. This non-uniformity in density can be observed with the pressure distribution measurement along the vertical centerline of our porous cylinder-piston apparatus.
The apparatus was filled with fiber in layers to a height of ∼14 cm. The piston was weighted and then released under gravity to compress the fiber. The tolerance between the piston and the cylinder wall is large enough to allow the piston to drop with little friction between the sliding surfaces. The air leakage through this narrow gap is negligible compared to the porous side wall. The depth of the fiber layer before and after the compression, and its mass were measured to determine the initial and final density and porosity.
Four different porous materials were tested. They are regular polyester pillow materials obtained in local retail stores. One, however, consisting of 95% polyester and 5% silk, fabricated by Mountain Mist (Heritage Collection) outperformed the others. The results presented here have been obtained in experiments with this material which had fibers of 10 μm in diameter that provided low flexural rigidity EI where E is Young's modulus and I is the moment of inertia.
Static compression experiments
To gain insight into the mechanical properties of the solid phase in the absence of piston inertia and excess pore pressure, we have measured the quasi-steady force generated when the fiber material is subject to incrementally increasing compressive forces. The load is added gradually to the piston so that the air in the pores could freely escape without elevating the pore pressure in contrast to the dynamic experiments in which the air in the pores is temporarily trapped before it escapes. This has also made it possible to separate out the inertial effect associated with the acceleration and deceleration of the piston. The apparatus described in the previous section for the dynamic compaction of porous media was used to determine the relation between applied quasi-static stress and displacement. This will enable us to obtain realistic estimates of the stress that is applied by the solid phase as the compression proceeds. The deformation of the porous material sample was measured immediately after the load application. Thus, creep deformation was excluded. Figure 2 shows three typical incremental loading/unloading curve sequences for a static compression test on fibers with an initial porosity of 0.98. The results in figure 2a indicate that the supporting force from the solid phase of the fiber sample increases with increasing deformation in a non-linear way. In addition, a significant hysteresis can be observed during the static unloading. The maximum deformation measured in these experiments is between 50 and 60% of the undeformed height of the fiber porous layer, h 0 . This experimentally determined force-displacement profile can be used to estimate the increasing force that the solid fiber phase would exert on the falling piston during the dynamic compression experiments and possibly to compare it with the directly measured force obtained with the load cell.
Accelerometer tests
The piston instrumented with the accelerometers, the pressure transducers and the load cell was tested in a free fall experiment in order to acquire information on the performance of the three different measuring systems, particularly, with reference to electronic noise levels and interference. In addition this test was used to calibrate the accelerometers. The recorded accelerometer output, shown in figure 3, reveals some interesting behavior on how the acceleration of gravity is eventually settled. The free falling phase of the piston has two distinguishable parts, the slow one which lasts about 40 ms during which the amplitude reaches only 25% of its final value and the fast decreasing part in a step change fashion which is of the order of 1 ms in duration. The first part is affected by the manual release of the piston by the operator while the second fast part is controlled by the frequency response of the accelerometers which is of the order of 1 kHz. Thus the onset of gravity acceleration has a slow responding part which is due to the manual release of the piston. The constant value of output voltage reached after 0.13 s corresponds to the gravity acceleration and it is used to calibrate the accelerometer.
Results
Five experiments were carried out with different weights on the piston. They are listed in Table 1 . In all cases the initial density of the fiber was the same, while the terminal one at the end of compaction differed due to different applied load. Figure 4 shows the time-dependent pressure signals during a typical test in the case of the experiment with Load #5. The signals were obtained from eight pressure transducers on the piston and inside the porous medium located at positions shown in figure 1. The peak value of pressure at the center of the piston is about 600 Pa, roughly 20% lower than the average normal pressure applied on the bottom surface of the piston (745 Pa). The pore pressure builds to its peak value within ~0.15 s, and then relaxes on a time scale (~0.05 s) which is three times faster than the compression scale. These times are very close to the gravitational time scale t g =(h 0 /g) 1/2 =0.12 s and the viscous draining time scale t v which is of order of 0.066 s. This is a remarkable difference with the windpacked snow crushing experiments reported in Wu et al. (2005) where the time scale of relaxation is about six times slower than the compaction time scale. However there is some similarity with the case of fresh snow crushing, where there is no extended pressure relaxation phase because the dimensions of the piston are too small and the value of permeability K too large for the excess pore pressure to support the full piston weight. One also notices a damping oscillation of the piston motion with a sub-atmospheric vacuum pressure that is created before the pore pressure finally returned to atmospheric pressure.
Another interesting observation is that there is not substantial pressure difference between transducers P 1 and P 8 suggesting a rather negligible pressure gradient in the vertical direction.
Some further insight into the interaction between the compressed fiber and the flow through the pores has been obtained by carrying out several decompression experiments by suddenly removing the applied load on the piston. In these experiments, the operator lifts manually the piston with its weights, some considerable time after the completion of the compression experiments. Unlike the case of compression where the free falling piston acquires the gravity acceleration shortly after its release by the operator, the unloading experiments are characterized by the influence of the manual operation which was not under constant velocity or acceleration. Nevertheless the results indicated some interesting behavior and the pressure results are shown in figure 5. These pressure signals have been obtained by the pressure transducers during unloading of the piston in the case of the Load #5 experiment. Negative i.e. sub-atmospheric pressures have been observed in all locations indicative of air flow in the direction towards the center of the porous medium. As the piston moves upwards its displacement creates a vacuum pressure which sets up a pressure gradient driving atmospheric conditions air into the porous medium. The maximum generated vacuum pressure takes place at the center of the piston and occurs about 0.1 s after the beginning of the unloading. Then, the pressure field returns to atmospheric pressure after a long and monotonic relaxation process with time scale about 0.5 s.
The distribution of maximum pressure of each of the pressure signals in the radial direction beneath the piston during the compression and decompression experiments in the case of Load #5 is shown in figure 6a. The data have been normalized by the applied load P w . Pore pressures during compression are about four times greater than vacuum pressures developed during decompression. In order to provide information on azimuthal inhomogeneities of the fiber distribution the piston has been rotated 90 and 180 degrees from each original angular position. The acquired data were compared with the original one at each radial position and the error bars in the graph indicate the range of this variation. In terms of standard deviation the actual error is about 4%.
The theories of Feng & Weinabum and Wu et al. (2005) assume a parabolic distribution in the radial direction at each time step and the present data of maximum pressure shown in fig. 6 seem to confirm that.
The build-up of the pressure field throughout the porous medium field is also of interest. The present data as well as the work of Wu et al. have shown that the pressure in the normal to the piston direction changes very little with distance at any time during the process of compaction. Pressure changes, however, in the radial direction are substantial. Figure 6b shows the pressure distribution in the radial direction at five different time steps. The data shows that the pressure build up is very gradual with higher pressure in the middle of the piston and lower pressure toward the edge of the piston where pressure adjusts to the atmospheric boundary condition. The time scale of this build up is of the order of 0.15 s. Biot's general theory of two-and three-dimensional compression of porous medium described in Biot (1941) and Biot and Willis (1957) assumes a compression wave propagation with the speed of sound. The imposition of the pressure field through compressive waves undergoing multiple reflections over the surfaces of the apparatus is of the order of 10 -4 s and therefore it takes place on a scale that is much shorter than the viscous scales measured here which are very well described by the timedependent quasi-steady behavior of Reynolds equation and Darcy's law.
Balance of forces acting on the load-cell was used to decompose the measured force into the solid-phase force F C,s , the air-phase force F C,air , and the inertia force m C (a+g) where m C is the mass of the cell piston, a is its acceleration d 2 h/dt 2 and g is the gravity acceleration. A closer look into the load-cell design and construction indicated that there is no relative motion between the sensor and the cell's force transmitting piston/rod. In addition, due to the small mass of the sensing area, only 4 grams, the inertia force was negligible. Thus, the measured force by the load is balanced by the contributing individual phase forces, F C,M = F C,s + F C,air . The air phase force was obtained from the nearby pressure transducers P 1 and P 2 , one on the left and a second on the right side of the load cell, by averaging the two pore pressure measurements and multiplying by the sensing area of the load cell, A C , through the approximation figure 7 . The total force starts to increase with the onset of dynamic compaction at time 0.9 s and peaks at 1.1 s. During the first .15 s of the compression process, the pore air pressure force supports the cell's piston completely. The peak air-phase force appears to be 0.275 Nt which is about 68% of the 0.4 Nt applied static force. This appears to be the portion of the applied piston weight force acting on the sensing area of the load cell. The solidphase force, which affects friction in the case of a moving plane, is negligible. After this time the air phase force drops quickly due to pressure vending related processes, the solid phase starts to increase rapidly and at time 1.1 s it supports the cell completely. At this time, some oscillations can be observed in all forces due to the piston rebound, which are damped quickly. Figure 8 shows the forces acting on the piston and fiber. For the case of the piston equilibrium, balance of forces requires that
where M is the combined mass of the piston and applied weights W=Mg, F a is the surface integral of the dynamic pore pressure on the piston and F s is the resistance force due to the solid phase which is provided by the load cell and which does not change with radial position. A representative example of this dynamic balance of forces is shown in figure 9a for one of the several cases of loading which we tested. All quantities are normalized by Mg. The summation of all normalized forces at any time must equal unity. In the initial stages of the compression, the force due to the pore pressure builds up very slowly and is counterbalanced solely by the inertial force of the piston. Close to P max the piston achieves its maximum downward velocity, the inertial force is quickly reduced and the solid phase force starts to increase.
It is evident from these data that during the time when F a is significant, the solidphase force F s is quite small. The time scale of the rise of the pore pressure is about 0.15 s while the loss of air-phase force support due to air venting is more than three times faster. At its peak, F a supplies about 40% of the total lift force acting on the piston.
As a result of the piston rebound, the measured force overshoots its relaxation equilibrium value by about 50% and damped oscillations appear in all signals.
The acceleration signal has been integrated twice to obtain the time-dependent displacement of the piston. In addition to the acceleration measured by the accelerometers, acceleration was also computed from the force balance (1). The measured acceleration in this particular case and that computed by difference are plotted in figure 9b. There is some disagreement between the two displacement signals which is of the order of 24% and is most pronounced in the beginning of the compression where gravity acceleration is not set immediately as it was demonstrated in figure 3. The acceleration by difference also indicates a significant rebound of the piston at the end of the compression process which is not present in the piston displacement computed from the accelerometer readings. The terminal static equilibrium position of the piston measured directly at the end of the compression is close to the values of the computed displacements. It is evident from figure 9a that at the time of maximum air phase force, the material has been compressed more than 70% of it final deformation 0.63.
These dynamic compression experiments clearly demonstrate the significant potential of soft porous materials in engineering applications where a sudden compression can generate peak pore pressures which can temporarily support a substantial portion of the applied normal stress.
Further material characterization
Additional tests were carried out to determine the lateral or transverse deformation of the fiber during static compression and the resulting frictional forces acting on the fiber by the cylinder wall. Several experiments were carried out to determine the transverse or radial strain, ΔR/R, concurrently with the axial one Δh/h 0 . The ratio of these two deformations is Poisson's ratio defined as ν=-ΔR/R/Δh/h 0 .
(2) In one of the experiments which were conducted outside the cylinder/piston apparatus i.e. in the absence of a confined wall with the same specimen, the strains during decompression were also recorded. The results are shown in figures 10a where Poisson's ratio is plotted against applied force/stress. It appears that Poisson's ratio increases reasonably quickly with the onset of the load and then practically remains constant during the duration of the compression with a value of 0.1. These data, which represent the bulk radial deformation since no height dependence was determined, clearly suggest that the lateral deformation is substantial. There is also a hysteresis during decompression of the porous material evident in both figures.
The same lateral deformation data together with the normal deformation data are plotted in figure 10b against the applied stress data normalized by their maximum value. A set of data of the normal deformation data obtained inside the cylinder/piston apparatus is also plotted in the same figure. It is evident that for the same applied normalized stress the deformation -Δh/h 0 is larger in the case of unconfined compression. Another key difference between the confined-by-the-walls compression and the unconfined-by-thewalls compression is the hysteresis effect which seems to be considerably less in the case of the laterally unconfined axial compression/decompression.
The development of lateral deformation during normal compression is a characteristic of the present material which is in contrast to the behavior of snow which under one dimensional dynamic compaction showed no signs of lateral deformation. This made the development of a theoretical model to predict the excess pore pressure in snow possible by using Terzaghi's (1943) one dimensional consolidation theory.
The above data will be used to estimate the amount of the lateral/radial stress σ r exerted in the case of the cylinder/piston compression experiments.
The generalized Hook's law relations in 2-D axisymmetric compression are:
The strains are defined as where u z , u r and u θ are the particle displacements in the vertical, radial and azimuthal directions. We are interested at determining the radial stress σ r at the periphery of the piston where r=R. The axial compressive strain is ε z =-Δh/h 0 and the relative change in volume is also the same ε V =-Δh/h 0 . Therefore for small deformations it is ε V ≈ε z + ε r + ε θ which implies that ε r +ε θ ≈0.
Since the boundary at r=R is rigid, it is reasonable to assume ε θ ≈0 which results in ε r ≈0 These relations are valid for pure elastic materials which are incompressible and the deformations are small. The present porous material is not elastic but the whole process of compression/decompression can be considered as piecewise elastic. The process can be sub-divided into various short domains where elastic behavior can be assumed and the above relations can be used. The value of E is not the same in each of these sub-domains.
During the experiments to determine ν i.e. in the absence of restricting wall these relations become 
The first of the last relations can provide the lateral i.e. radial force F R generated by the bulging material which is acting on the cylindrical walls of the apparatus. Then
where h is the current depth of the material and F max is the maximum applied load. The data of Δh/h 0 and F z /F max of the experiment shown in figure 2 have been used to estimate the ratio F R /F max . The values of ν from exp#1 of figure 10a were used to estimate the value of the lateral force F R /F max . The results are shown in figure 11 . It appears that the lateral force is only 12% of the F max . However, this force is comparable to F z particular at small compression ratios.
The effects of friction under fiber compression
The substantial magnitudes of the lateral deformation and the radial force, F R , that develop during the fiber compression, indicate that friction forces between the fiber and the inner wall surface of the cylindrical container may not be negligible. An experiment was designed to estimate the friction forces directly under various compression ratios Δh/h 0 .
The fiber was constrained by two rigid discs of slightly smaller diameter than the diameter of the cylinder and minimum thickness made out of light weight compressed paper, cut out from the back of a paper pad, as shown in figure 12 . Three pieces of string were used to keep the fiber and the two discs together under known tension. Knots at fixed locations were tied on the strings in order to provide the desired compression length h under the corresponding force F s . The fiber, strings and discs assembly was set to a prescribed length and a hand held dynamometer was used to read the applied force necessary to maintain a reasonably constant motion of the fiber assembly. This force was about twenty percent smaller than the force needed to initially overcome the static friction. Due to the short traveling distances of the assembly there is considerable uncertainty in estimating friction forces, particularly at low compression ratios Δh/h 0 . Figure 13a shows the frictional shear stress
at various compression ratios Δh/h 0 . It is very interesting to observe that friction forces increase with increase compression in a non linear way. A three plus fold of compression results in a five fold increase in shear stress. The friction coefficient μ, defined through the relation F f =μF R , has been computed by using equation (6) to estimate F R . The results obtained by the relation
are shown in figure 13b where they are plotted at various compression ratios. The values of μ range from 2.4 at small compression ratios to 2.5 at large compression ratios. These large values are due first to the roughness of the inner cylindrical surface and second to its pores which tangle and grab the fibers of the material during its motion. Friction coefficients obtained during constant motion of the same material under compressive tension inside a smooth plexiglass tube had values roughly half of the values measured inside the present cylinder apparatus. Both experiments showed that μ is more or less independent of compression ratio Δh/h 0 . The reason for this behavior is that Poisson's ratio ν is reasonably constant during most of the compression except at the beginning and that τ f and σ z vary similarly with Δh/h 0 . Thus, the friction coefficient μ depends mostly on the surface roughness and porosity and the fiber material rather than on the values of Δh/h 0 or the values of τ f and σ z as is the case with most cases.
Strain rate effects and the mutual interaction
If we consider the free body diagram of the fiber as shown in Figure 8 , the opposite forces -F s and -F a act on the fiber together with the reaction force from the bottom wall, R w which can be decomposed in two its solid and air phase components, R s,w , R a,w respectively, R w =R a,w +R s,w . Balance of forces acting on the fiber of mass m f requires that
In the present approach, all these forces represent point forces which result in after integration over their distributed values. In that respect, the acceleration, a, is not the same as the piston's acceleration, d 2 h/dt 2 because the top surface of the fiber moves with the piston while the bottom surface remains still. By combining eqns (1) and (8) or by considering the combined two-body equilibrium the following relation is obtained
The mass of the fiber is at most about 0.05 to 0.1 of the mass of the piston, M and its equivalent averaged acceleration, a, is smaller than d 2 h/dt 2 and therefore the corresponding terms can be neglected in (9). Thus
As it was shown earlier in figure 4 , the air phase pressure force does not change substantially with depth and therefore F a =F a,w . A direct comparison of eqn (10) with eqn (1) puts the friction force, F f , acting on the piston. The solid phase force at the bottom of the fiber since it is not moving can be obtained from static conditions and therefore
(11) where F s is the solid phase at the top surface of the fiber under dynamic conditions. It should be noted that F s,w now is the force F z mention earlier.
The availability of the solid phase force and the piston displacement information under dynamic conditions makes a comparison with the static load-deformation curve and friction through eqn (11) figure 14 where dynamic data of F s for 4 different loads have been plotted. Due to the piston rebound there is some considerable level of fluctuation about the equilibrium values of load and deformation which is reflected as overshoot above the values of normalized load and displacement and results in the knotting of the curve at the (1,1) point. All curves indicate large deformations with very small loads which is the major property of the material under testing. At the end of the compression large loads are needed to achieve small changes in deformations. At the beginning of the dynamic compression, the values of F s remain extremely small in all experiments and it is rather remarkable to observe that as the maximum load decreases the dynamic data of F s approach the static data of F s,w . If the effects of friction are added on the static deformation data then the resultant
can be obtained and compared to the dynamic load data F s . These results are also plotted in Figure 15 . The agreement between the measured F s data and those of reconstructed F s ' appears to be reasonable in the last stages of compression and rather poor in the early and middle stages of compression. In order to further investigate this disagreement between the dynamic and the reconstructive from static data of the solid phase force F s , the effect of strain rate,
on F s has been explored. It has been reported in the past that high strain rates may affect the characteristics of material behavior and that the applied normal stress depends not only on the deformation ε but also on the corresponding strain rate, dε/dt, i.e.
) , Yi, Zhu, Zu, & Yi, (2001) reported that strain rate effects in metallic alloy foams start to affect the characteristics of materials at rates of 10 2 s -1 or higher. Strain rate effects have been observed in other cellular materials (polysterene foams) to start at rates of 10 -2 s -1 which correspond to quasi-static conditions (Song et al., 2006) . It has also been found by Yu, Li and Hu (2006) that the onset of strain rate effects starts earlier in lighter cellular materials. Experimentally obtained values of dε/dt for various experiments are plotted in Figure 15 as a function of time. Since the time origin is different in each of the experiments the time lag between various experiments is irrelevant. The data indicate that the peak value of strain rate increases with increasing piston loading and at the maximum load it reaches a value of 4.7 s -1 . Although this value is not as high as 10 2 s -1 it is not that small to ignore strain rate effects. It has been reported in the literature that these strain rate effects are partly attributed to inertia effects which in the present case of eqn. (11) have been neglected. It is therefore quite plausible that the disagreement between the F s and F s ' in figure 14 to be a simple difference between the static and dynamic behavior of the material. Another interesting feature of the response of the material is the observed time-lag between the peak strain rate and peak stress rate which is of the order of 50 ms. If strain rate effects were absent, the initial static strain-stress relation and therefore z σ& and z ε& should be in phase. However, this is not the case here. Strain rate effects may well explain the difference between the static and dynamic strain-stress data of Figure 14 , particularly at the end of the compression where ε z is large, they can not fully explain the close to zero values of σ z at the early and intermediate stages of compression. It is very possible that due to the relative motion of the air and the solid phases in the beginning of compression and at times much before the maximum pressure occurs, the faster moving air to drag the fibers with it. This drag force opposes the solid phase force generated by the compression and therefore the measured resultant force may be small. Later the fluid velocity goes down because the flow is trapped and this drag force diminishes.
Final remarks
In this work, an experiment has been designed to demonstrate the generation of dynamic lift forces during rapid compaction loading of soft fibrous materials. Several porous materials have been tested and one commercially available material with 95% polyester and 5 % silk composition provided the most promising results.
Novel experimental techniques have been developed capable of measuring the dynamic forces acting on the compressing piston by the air and solid phases of the material. Theses measurements demonstrated for the first time that excess pore pressure builds up inside the porous material during sudden compression which is large enough to temporarily support huge weights. This is possible because the air pressure develops much earlier than the solid phase force peaks. This pressure subsequently decays due to air venting into the ambient environment at the edges of the testing apparatus. Significant opportunities for engineering applications arise where heavy weights can be supported by large surfaces under pressure if this venting is substantially reduced or eliminated.
This new concept is being explored in the design of a track which can generate lift forces of the magnitude that would be comparable to the weight of large capacity commercial airborne jet trains (Mirbod et al., 2008a & b) . The unique features of the track are that the fiber phase contributes insignificantly to the lift, in contrast to skiing or snowboarding where this is typically 50 percent, and its main function is to produce a large aerodynamic resistance for the passage of air out of the confined space containing the porous media due to the presence of impermeable lateral boundaries.
In addition, our work established detailed characteristics and properties of these materials under dynamic and static conditions. Strain rate effects appear to be present in the dynamic experiments which suggest that a mutual interaction between the solid phase fiber and the air develops which is pronounced in the beginning of the compaction process.
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